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EL-BAYATI

Mustafa El-Bayati is a volunteer at Northampton Town FC Community Trust and helps in a 
range of projects and programmes that are run. A fan of the Cobblers himself, he has 
immersed himself in to the community and is one of the most known people in Northampton! 
He holds the position of Multi-Disability Manager within the Northampton Town 
Multi-Disability Football Club.

“The multi-disability club is something I am really passionate about,
everyone is great and we all look after each other” says Mustafa.
“The Cube has really helped us as well through their sponsor-“The Cube has really helped us as well through their sponsor-
ship, we are proud to wear their logo. They sponsor me too
which is very kind of them.”

Some of the multi-disability participants also partake in
activities run by The Cube Disability and is something
that is beneficial, especially for Mustafa, “I feel like I am 
the ambassador for the Cobblers and the Cube, it’s great!”

Mustafa has been a member of the multi-disability squadMustafa has been a member of the multi-disability squad
for many years now and through this he has done some of his 
FA Coaching badges in order to equip him with skills to help 
Disability Development Officer, Russell Lewis and the players
of the Northampton Town Multi-Disability squad. “It is brilliant to
be able to help others and through the multi-disability sessions I feel
like I am helping and that I am making a difference.”

Mustafa has a great relationship with The Cube as well, Muzzy mentions how The Cube visited him at his home Mustafa has a great relationship with The Cube as well, Muzzy mentions how The Cube visited him at his home 
over Christmas time, bringing  some sweet treats! “It was great to see them over Christmas and for them to pop 
in with cakes, they told me that if I needed anything then to let them know. It is great knowing that people care!”

Throughout lockdown Mustafa has been keeping spirits high in the group and has been replacing their normal 
Friday evening training sessions with Zoom quizzes to keep them all together. “I am looking forward to getting 
back now” says Mustafa, “Zoom is fun but nothing can replace the feeling of us all playing and training together 
so I cannot wait for that!”
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